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LEAD -IN WIRE!
Produced by world's largest
manufacturer of high frequency

cable!
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Engineered in the same laboratories
that have put Federal in the
forefront in FM and Television research!

FEDERAL'S high frequency cable is

really engi-

neered for low -loss signal transmission from antenna
the product of years of experience in
to receiver
FM and Television.
.
reIt's a solid, polyethelene insulated type
sisting water, acids, alkalies, oils ... won't embrittle
or age in sunlight. It retains flexibility in sub-zero
temperatures; and dimensional precision even in hot
weather. Elliptical cross section enables it to withstand twisting and abrasion -eliminates any moisture conduction path.
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Federal's lead -in cable is available to you now,
in various sizes. Write for complete details.

Federa! lead -ins have dual, stranded conductors. Characteristic impedance for
commercial telecasts is 300 ohms- capacity per foot is 5 mmf.
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MOBILE Fill

Zaux attadasQd An FM Radiotelephone
with a truly NATURAL voice quality!
Fíßí radiotelephones offer an improvement
tone quality which is suprising to anyone who has had
previous experience with mobile FM equipment. The
over-all audio frequency response through the KAAR
transmitter and receiver is actually within plus or minus 5
decibels from 200 to 3500 cycles! (See graph below.) This
results in vastly better voice quality, and greatly improved
intelligibility. In fact, there is appreciable improvement
even when the FM -39X receiver or one of the KAAR
FM transmitters is employed in a composite installation.
KAAR FM transmitters are equipped with instant-heating tubes, thus making it practical to operate these 50 and
L00 watt units from the standard 6 volt ignition battery
without changing the generator. Inasmuch as standby
current is zero, in typical emergency service the KAAR
FM -50X 50 watts) uses only 4% of the battery current required for conventional 30 watt transmitters. Battery drain
for the KAAR FM -100 X ( 100 watts) is comparably low.
For full information on new KAAR FM radiotelephones,
write today for Bulletin No. 24A -46.

New KAAR
In

law
KAAR LOUD SPEAKER, remote controls oc transmitter
and receiver (illustrated above) and the famous Typo

-to -talk microphone are among the acces
sories furnished with the equipment.
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Shhhh. . . they're

designing a new ADLAKE RELAY

Although there's an Adlake Relay for 999 out of 1000
control jobs, occasionally our engineers -bless 'emare asked to design one for new or unusual applications.
Helping you solve your out -of- the -ordinary problems
is a specialty of ours. Just as giving dependable, trouble free service is a specialty of Adlake Plunger -type Mercury Relays.

HOW ADLAKE RELAYS WORK
ENERGIZED -Coil C pulls
plunger P down into mercury
M. Mercury thus displaced enters thimble T through orifice
O. Inert gas in thimble gradually escapes through ceramic
plug CP.

LOOK AT ALL THESE ADVANTAGES!

O

Hermetically sealed contact mechanism; impervious
to dust, dirt, moisture.
® Liquid mercury -to-mercury contact; no burning,
pitting, sticking; positive in action, chatterless,
silent.
against outside vibration or impact; de® Armored
signed for either stationary or moving equipment.
Write today for free, illustrated Adlake Relay folder!

J\

7R.1DE

H1R/l

Mercury now fills thimble
completely leveled off
and mercury -to- mercury contact established between electrodes E and EE. Degree of
porosity of ceramic plug CP
determines time delay.
T, is

/

THE ADAMS &WESTLAKE COMPANY
ELKHART, INDIANA

ESTABLISHED IN 1857

MANUFACTURERS
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electrical pipe -line

rugged, containing no insulation, it
would operate unchanged in heat or
cold. In the radar shown above, which
kept track of enemy and friendly
planes, a waveguide conveyed microwave pulses between reflector and the
radar apparatus in the pedestal. Bell
Laboratories' engineers freely shared
their waveguide discoveries with war
industry.
Now, by the use of special shapes
and strategic angles, by putting rods

Microwaves make their journey from
apparatus to antenna not by wire,
cable, or coaxial but by waveguide.
Long before the war, Bell Laboratories by theory and experiment had
proved that a metal tube could serve as
a pipe -line for the transmission of electric waves, even over great distances.
War come, and with it the sudden
need for a conveyor of the powerful
microwave pulses of rodar. The metal
waveguide was the answer. Simple,

-

EXPLORING AND

TINUED

4

across the inside and varying the diameter, waveguides can be made to
separate waves of different lengths.
They can slow up waves, hurry them
along, reflect them, or send them into
space and funnel them back. Bell Laboratories are now developing waveguides to conduct microwave energy
in new radio relay systems, capable of

carrying hundreds of telephone conversations simultaneously with television
and music programs.

INVENTING, DEVISING AND PERFECTING FOR CON-

IMPROVEMENTS AND

ECONOMIES

IN

TELEPHONE

SERVICE
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Transients
BATTLE OVER OPA
* At the moment of writing the fate of OPA

is being
debated in Congress. Regardless of the outcome, it
seems likely that OPA control in the radio industry will
either pass completely out of existence or remain in a
greatly emasculated form. In any event, those manufacturers who have found OPA to be one of the greatest
stumbling blocks to full scale production arc now free
to go ahead without hindrance from that source.
If this new -found freedom is to he of real help to
the industry, it must be realized that freedom entails a
great degree of responsibility. If goods are over -priced,
temporary profits will be wiped out by buyers' strikes
from a resentful public, as well as increased wage demands from production workers. Over - stocked retailers
will slash prices to reduce inventories and will start buying on a hand -to -mouth basis, causing reduced production, layoffs, and industrial unrest. There are already
indications that such conditions are approaching in other
lines. It is up to radio manufacturers to see that it does
not happen here.
It is not going to be easy to exercise the required degree of self- control. The temptation to gather quick,
easy profits without regard to the future is going to be
difficult to resist. If the leading manufacturers of radios
set a good example to the others, the industry will pass
through its most difficult period of readjustment without losing its self- respect as well as that of the public.

ASPECT RATIO
* An industrial designer has come forth with the suggestion that television be presented as an upright, rather
than as a horizontal, picture. While the present aspect
ratio of 4 :3 necessarily represents a compromise, the
industry seems to have been peculiarly fortunate in
choosing a ratio which affords an excellent presentation

Lr
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of the most popular types of entertainment. Such features as boxing matches, football games, stage productions, and the like, certainly fit into the present aspect
ratio much better than they would in upright form.
Of course, there might be some point to a system of
masking the camera lens when making close -ups so as
to increase the dramatic effect, or perhaps the same
result could be achieved by proper lighting. But the
sorely beset television receiver manufacturer should not
he plagued with the possibility of changes in aspect ratio
which \yould involve redesign of the apparatus.

NEW TUBE TYPES

*

Those of us who had developed a certain degree of
familiarity with a great many of the multitudinous tube
types existing before the war find ourselves rather appalled at the number of new types which have blossomed
forth in recent years. In many instances the designation gives no clue to the application, nor even to its generic type.
Before radio production gets going full blast, it might
he a good idea to revamp the list of preferred types of
tuhçs, eliminating those which have been superseded by
better designs and, above all, getting rid of the constantly increasing number of obsolete tubes. And this might
also be a good time for tube manufacturers to get together and promise, never, never, to enter into agreements Nyith small manufacturers to turn out a new tube
type in consideration of an order for a production run
of a few thousand tubes. Plenty of such hybrids still
clutter up tube manuals, dealers' shelves, and manufacturers' warehouses. The slight immediate profit resulting from such practices has resulted in a long-term loss
to the manufacturer as well as annoyance to others in
the industry.

I. H. P.

5

TECHNICANA
PROJECTION TYPE T -V TUBES
* Correcting plates may forni the end
all of a projection -type c -r tube, as
announced in a communication from the
E. M. I. Laboratories to the editors of
%%

Electronic Engineering, June 1946. The
essentials of the technique are illustrated
in Figs. 1 and 2.
When the televised image traced on
the fluorescent screen is to be projected

Designs NEW Pickup Cartridge

with

NYLON Chuck and REPLACEABLE,
Long -Life, Sapphire- Tipped NYLON Needle
Constantly alert to the possibilities for improvement
in the design and performance of phonograph pickup cartridges. Astatic
research has unearthed a material. other than metal. for the better
transmission of signals from the record grooves to the crystal element.
That material is NYLON! No other known substance possesses all the
properties which make Nylon ideal for this purpose, Astatic, therefore,
has employed this revolutionary material in the manufacture of a new
a low pressure,
crystal pickup cartridge known as Astatic Nylon I -J
wide- range, general purpose cartridge incorporating a Nylon chuck and
Nylon, sapphire- tipped needle.

...

In

CONTROL OF QUALITY OF REPRODUCTION
using this Nylon -J Crystal Pickup Cartridge. the phonograph manuI

facturer, as well as the user, is assured that the quality of reproduction will
REMAIN CONSTANT regardless of needle replacements, because the
needle is matched to the cartridge and the Nylon needle designed
for this particular Cartridge is the ONLY one that can be used with it.

Figure

1

by means of a spherical mirror, it is
essential to include a plate to correct for

spherical aberration introduced by the
mirror. The new technique provides a
suitably curved end -plate carrying the
fluorescent material.
The shoulder of the tube is given a
spherical curvature and is silvered to
provide a mirror. When it is necessary
to adjust the distance between the mirror and correcting plate, a bellows section of copper, for example, is designed
into the side wall of the tube, as shown
in Fig. 1. Alternatively, the spherical
mirror may be formed on a support
close to, but not a part of the tube wall,
with support rods extending through
elongated external pips nn the tube

,

of cartridge, showing knee -action Nylon needle and metal needle guard. The
cushioning action of Nylon affords additional
protection for the sapphire stylus.

PARTIAL VIEW

Figure
INTERIOR VIEW showing crystal element. Nylon
chuck and sapphire -tipped Nylon needle.

PHANTOM VIEW showing how tapered shank of
Nylon needle fits into tapered hole in Nylon
chuck.
Asiatic Crystal Devises
manufactured unto Bru h
Development Co. patenta

ç
r

shoulder as shown in Fig. 2. A limited
amount of focusing adjustment is possible after softening these pips.
Good contrast is obtained with the
arrangement, according to the communication, by using in the image- forming
-stem the light emanating from the
front (bombarded) side of the fluorescent screen.
F -M I -F

TRANSFORMER DESIGN

* Design criteria for

CORPORATION
CONNEAUT, 0H00

IN CANADA: CANADIAN ASIATIC LTD, TORONTO, ONTARIO
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i -f transformers
circuits are discussed by H. A.
Ross in the Amalgamated Wireless
Australia) Technical. Review, issued
March 1946.

its f -m
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At the outset, the designer should
know the deviation ratio, the maximum
audio modulating frequency fat,...), and
the intermediate frequency fr. It is desired to determine values for k and Q
for the i -f transformers so that the
amount of AM which is introduced may
be suppressed by the limiter (where k
and Q have conventional connotations).
Since this AM is a maximum when the
degree of FM is 100 %, design is based
on maximum frequency deviation.
More AM can be tolerated with an
improved limiter characteristic, and this
must ultimately be decided for the individual case. A typical value of K is
0.33, corresponding to 6 db attenuation
at a bandwidth equal to twice the deviaK being termed the
tion frequency
modulation factor.
K = (p,- 11 /(p, +1)
where p, is the attenuation at ß = 21 f/fa.
f is defined as the maximum frequency
deviation.
The percentage of introduced AM is
against Qß, where
graphed in Fig.

.
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= 2sf/fr for N critically coupled
transformers, A' being the number
of transformers in the filter. If 9 =
attenuation of one i -f transformer
ß,

òf cycles off -tune. then ps

=

pN

for

transformers. and the author shows that
96-2/N= 1 + Q454/4. Finally.
Qß,

=

2!x{[(1

+K) /(1- K)121N -1 }'±

which is the relationship shown in Fig.
3. From this equation Q may be found
and k= 1 /Q.
A second useful family of curves has
been prepared by the author. as shown
in Fig. 4. From these the selectivity
characteristic may be plotted without
computation when k is known. I.ikewise, the value of k corresponding to a
value of pyt /N may be found for a given
value of ß. These curves may he used
to design an f -m transformer as follows:
1. Compute ß, = 20f /f,.
2. Find p, for the sjtcified value of
K.
3. From Fig. 4, using the value of
ß, found above, obtain k for the condition "1 /N
4. Then Q = 1 k.
5. The bandwidth for other values of
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Because You Lack The Understanding Of New Techniques
It's up to you to do something about your future
today! The fight to HOLD good jobs is on . . the
opportunities to advance are here.
Remember, this new world of radio -electronics demands
a radically new technical knowledge. New receivers contain U. H. F., "FM ", standard and short wave AM, and
Television. Microwave transmission of natural color television is already in daily operation. Projection television
receivers for the home employ 20,000 volt power supplies
-some have in excess of 40 tubes. These are the jobs
you'll have to service from now on.
No matter what your past or present radio experience
has been, you must start anew to add to your store of
technical knowledge. You must keep pace with the new
developments and keep ahead of increasing competition.
if you expect to get ahead to the better -paying jobs and
comforting security that goes with them.
-

.

WRITE FOR
FREE 36 -PAGE
BOOKLET

-'Your Opportunity in the New
World of
Electronics"
Tells how CREI
courses can be
adapted to your
particular needs.

CREI technical home study training is geared to keep
you abreast of the time . . . to provide you with more
advanced technical training and the ability to go after
and get the good paying job you want.

you have had
professional or amateur radio experience and want to
make more money,
let us prove to you
we have something
You need to quality
for a better radio
Job. To help us Inanswer
!elllaently
your
Inquiry

CREI offers you a proved program of home study
training with individual guidance and supervision from a
trained instructor. This is the basis of the CREI method
of training for which many thousands of professional
radiomen have enrolled during the past 19 years, and
which has resulted in a large number of promotion, to
more responsible positions and larger incomes.
It costs you nothing but a moment's time to scud for
the interesting facts ... to learn how CREI can help you

...

the better -paying job tlia:
enjoy the security you want
can he yours. Write for particulars today! CREI training
for Veterans is approved under the "G.I." Bill.

If

-

PLEASE STATE
BRIEFLY YOUR

BACKGROUND OF
EXPERIENCE, EDUCATION AND

PRESENT POSIrION.

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
E.

H. Rietrke, President

Dept. RA -7, 16th & Park Road, N.W., Washington 10, D.C.
Branch Offices:
New York (7) : 170 Broadway
San Diego (1) : 316 C Street

Chicago (2) : 30
San Francisco (2)

LaSalle Street
760 Market Street

N.
:

Member: NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
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Improved, all
purpose circle cutter.
Fits
either hand brace or electric
drill. Cuts holes from 34"
to 8 ".

.19( 5)

s!3- Pencil type test

2612)

leads. Mode of Fenoline, with
48" flexible kinkless wire and
5" handles. Low resistance
connection. Sharp tips.

No. 780 -Universal

os--

Multi -

I

r

78(5)_

.-+-1--

Cutting Tool. For
counter- sinking, drilling, or
cutting holes from 7/16" to
by drill press, lathe, or
3"

-
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2

00(6)

2

5018)

T1-

316(10)

hand broce.
ú

Shearing Punches. For
punching hoes in chassis and other sheet metal
without hammering. Hole is cut by
items
forcing rotating shear punch through metal into
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Purpose

4No. 725 -730
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die. High grade, heat treated and hardened steel.
Five sizes for hole diameters from 34" to 13á ".
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Figure

4

may be found by reading the valor,. of ß from the intercept of the vari((
curves of the family with a line
IlraSvn through the value of k parallel
to the axis of ß. Thus the selectivity
characteristic may be plotted.
The author discusses calculation of
N

I

c ...-...'
r

Ili
-

stage gain. analysis Ilf over- coupled
i -f transformers, and power relations in
an f -in current which has passed
through a selective circuit. For details
of these topics. a. 551.11 as derivations of
the design data involved. the reader is
referred to the original article.

_-_____

.y,.,.

it
No.

1960A

-

Servicemon's
Soldering Iron. A high -quality,
precision -built iron which reaches
operating temperature in three
minutes. Thoroughly insulated.
Adjustable tip. For 105 -120 volts.
60 watts.

No. 994

-

"DeLuxe" Neutralizing and Aligning Tool Kit. Fourteen essential tools, telescoping
into six units, in leatherette
carrying case. Contains newly developed flexible screw driver.

Write to Dept.

L -2

for complete catalog.

insuline

CORPORATION OF AMERICA

INSULINE ISUILDING

LONG ISLAND CITY

N

Y

More than a quarter -century of Quality production.

CONTACT RECTIFIER
it .\ German copper contact rectifier
tt hich converts a.c. into d.c. with 9862c"
efficiency will be investigated by two
industry experts. the technical industrial
intelligence branch )t the Department of
Commerce announced. The rectifier was
developed by the Siemens- Schuckert
firm, Perlin, during the war for use in
electroplating. altnnjnunl extraction,
chlorine manufacture. and other electrolytic processes.
The investigation is bring directed
by TH B, btu cost: will be borne by the
1TE Circuit Breaker Co. The investigators' report will he ruade public
through the OPB, Department of Commerce. The Garman rectifier is said to
be 10% more efficient than the mercury
arc converter now generally used here.
The rectifier is described in the fol lowing report, for sale by OPB: Otto
Jensen, "Report on High Voltage
Switch Gear" (PB -3477: photostat, $3;
microfilm. 50 cents 30 pages) .
:
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COUNTERSIGN OF DEPENDABILITY IN ANY E- ECTR

NIC EQUIPMENT

35TG

A BETTER

The famous Eimac 25TG VHF tube, with its low :nterelectrode capacitances, its lcgical terminal arrangement,
its lack of internal hardw ire, is further improved. It now
has a non -emitting grid, an improved filament, and a ¿Doler
operating plate. These improved elements, the rese.lt of
wartime developments in manufacturing technique, are
being incorporated ir: many Eimac tubes and are consistently resulting in vastly increased life.
The 35TG is a power triode of wide applicability. It
will function as a Class -C oscillator or amplifier, or as a
Class -B audio or supersonic amplifier, and in such service
will give excellent performance, due to its stability and
low driving -power requirements.
Longer operating life is but one of the many advantages
afforded by Eimac tubes. It will pay you to keep informed ..
see your nearest Eimac representative today, or write direct.

EIMAC
35TG
POWER

TRIODE

11111111
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Filament: Thoriated tungsten
Voltage
Current
Amplification Factor (Average)
Direct Interelectrode Capacitances (Average)

Grid.Plate
Grid'Filament

- -30

V

39
1.8 uuf
2.5 uuf

Pl ate Fil atnent
Transconductance lib= 100 ma., Eb= 2000 V.,
Ec

5.0 volts
4.0 amperes

0.4 uuf
2850 umhos

I

Frequency for Maximum Ratings

100 mc

Follow the lenders to
CALL IN AN EIMAC REPRESENTATIVE FOR INFORMATION
ADOLPH SCHWARTZ (W2CN), 220
ROYAL J.HIGGINS(W9AIO),600S.
Broadway, Room 2210, New York
Michigan Ave., Room 818, Chicago
7, N. Y. Phone: Cortland 7.0011.
5, Illinois. Phone: Harrison 5948.

1l%8E5EITEL- McCULLOUGH, INC.
1229G San

Mateo Ave., San Bruno, Calif.

Plcnt located at: San Bruno, California
Export Agents: Frezar and Hansen

301 Cloy

`_ins

I,

San Francisco 11,

California,

U-

S. A

VERNER O. JENSEN, CO., 2616
Second Ave., Seattle 1, Washington. Phone: Elliott 6871.
M. B. PATTERSON (WSCI), 1124

IrwinKeosler Bldg., Dallas
Texas. Phone: Central 5764.

1,

HERB BECKER

(W600), 1406

S.

Grand Ave., Los Angeles 15, California. Phone: Richmond 6191.
TIM COAKLEY (W1KKP),11 Beacon
Street, Boston 8, Massachusetts.
Phone: Capitol 0050.

of low -noise microwave receivers are important to the
engineer when over -all systems art
taken into consideration. A 6 -db increase in receiver sensitivity theoretically doubles the range of the received
signal. More important in certain systems where weight, power drain, size
and signal -to -noise ratios versus distance are written into a system, a gain
of 4 or 5 db in receiver sensitivity can
be the deciding factor in meeting specifications.
Naturally, a directional antenna can
be used to get large gains but even this
is not sufficient in some cases. In particular microwave recording systems 1
db has been shown to either make a
system work or fail. An increase of 4
or 5 db in this case is quite a safety
factor. It is important to note that if
the increase in power is to be accomplished by increasing the microwave
tube output, as for example, from 2 to
5 watts, while still maintaining low
voltage power supplies and maximum
tube life, the task will be a difficult one.
A microwave receiver which is 15 db
above theoretical noise (KTAF), the
noise power generated by the receiver,
is still considered a good instrument.
But if the receiver can be designed to
9 or 10 db above KTAF, the improvement in carrier -to -noise is considerable.
If conditions are set down for a
microwave receiver where the i -f frequency is 30 mc and the bandwidth of
the receiver input circuit is 15 mc, it
can be seen from
E' = 4KTRAF
(1)
where
E = effective noise voltage
K = Boltzmann's constant
T = absolute temperature degrees Kelvin
R= value of the equivalent noise reDESIGN FACTORS

sistance
9F = bandwidth of receiver to half power
point
that T or R can be reduced to get less
receiver noise. Since reducing the temperature of an input circuit is imprac-

tical, this leaves only the equivalent
noise resistance.
Low -Noise Circuit
The circuit found to have a low
equivalent noise resistance is the combination of a neutralized triode and a

Low Noise Microwave
W. J. ZABLE
Sperry Gyroscope Co

grounded -grid amplifier as shown in
Fig. 1.
The input circuit of the neutralized
triode does not present a capacitive component, such as a non- neutralized pentode, but also reflects an inductive reactance across the input terminals. The
reflected components are shown in Fig.
1 as L:, Cx and R. LN is the neutralizing coil and is equal to approximately
20 mh and R: is a pure resistance.
LN

LN

L-

(1

Cqp(I+AI) 2'

Cx

Rx

(2)

(I+ p)

+A1)

C901+o

(3)
(4)

WA2C9p

A, and rL are the real and imaginary
components of the r -f plate -to -grid voltage ratio, .4 : and to is the frequency in
radians.
9

The factor A can also be expressed
through the tube and circuit parameters
At

I

Zs

=

Za

(6)

+ RD

Zo Xr +ix;
(7)
where
Z. is the complex impedance of the load
R, is the internal tube resistance

µ is the amplification factor
0.7
is the real series resistance
X, is the reactance series component
A is generally complex and can be

X,

shown as
A, .1.¡A2

A

(8)

From equations (5). (6) and (7) it is
possible to express the real and imaginary components, A, and A2, as functions of the tube parameters
PR,X, +zo
At

(9)

(Rp+X,)2+X12
(Rp

(10)

+X,)2+X12

Stability Requirements

-

10

+ RL+jwL
RC

In inn

p,utirular case

\% -c

can assume

-1 WC+C(WL-WC)J
2
(II)

R2 + (wL - /wC)2
1

This input circuit tunes to approximately 15 mc. At 30 mc the impedance
can be calculated from the following
development and determined accurately
as mentioned in the following discussion
of the input circuit.
To calculate the impedance at 30 mc.
it is necessary to replace w by 2w in
equation (11
(2wL -2wC)J
11

rr)

Z2

i2WC)2 t`2wC+
R2

C

+(2wL - 1/2wC) 2

112)

Assuming that there is low loss and
that the power factor is unity, then at
resonance,
OIL

=

1

(13)

mC

Substitute equation (13) into (12)
then the result is
(WL)2R

NRDXi

A2

curate figures are required A,, A2, X,
and X, can be calculated by an inversion diagram.
At resonance Z, = X, = R,, where
R, is the parallel resistive load of the
anode circuit. We can. therefore, calculate the exact A, to use for calculating L:
and Cx. RT at resonance goes to infinity.
grid output tube.

I

1

11/)wC

(5)

A. drops out at resonance since X,

1. Circuit of low -noise amplifier uses a
neutra 'zed triode followed by a grounded

t

z

ll(

- Ee

A

is equal to zero and .4, can be assumed
to be approximately equal to p.. If ac-

Fig.

A, = u. It is interesting to note that if
a stable amplifier is desired it can be
shown that it is best to keep Ri far
above the grid resistor, keep the Q of
the grid circuit high and that of the
anode circuit low.
In the neutralized triode under discussion L: is equal to approximately 12
micro -henries and Cx is equal to approximately 2.8 µµf. Since the gridcathode capacitance is 5.4 µµf, the total
input capacitance would be 82 µµf.
The impedance or reactance of this
circuit can he calculated from the development of a parallel circuit, where R
is equal to the equivalent series resistance in the circuit.

22

4

z

3(wL)3]

jFR2wL
t
R2

«

+

.

2

9(wl-)2

114)

4

Since R
wL in a low -loss circuit
and can be neglected, equation (141
can be simplified to the result,

;L

=_12
R
-725 ohms
(15)
Equation (11) will also yield the required impedance by substituting the
numerical values for w, L, and C.
Terms in R can be neglected again.
The input circuit commonly used to
couple this load to the microwave crystal mixer is a double -tuned transformer
or a single coil tapped at the proper
impedance matching point. Both meth-

Z2'

1
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subtract from X. and if an inductance
is added it will add to X,. This changes
equation (20) and results in a mismatch
to the generator. If the load is smaller
than RL of the L network equations it
is impossible to get a match. In this
case the generator impedance would
have to be lowered, which in turn would

Video Receiver Design
New design factors for low -noise input circuits
are derived on the basis of recent investigations

ods are not satisfactory because for
wide bandwidth the coefficient of coupling is quite large and is not an easy
problem to solve in production.

Coupling Circuit
The practical coupling circuit to use
in this case is a pi network. Design
information is limited to the use of pi
networks for r -f coupling circuits and
the cut -and -try method is confusing due
to the change in parameters when any
one of the three variables is changed.
The importance of the input pi network
cannot be overstressed because to understand its characteristics may mean the
difference between a satisfactory receiver and an excellent receiver.
From transmission theory, the impedances of Fig. 1 across 1 -2 and 3 -4
are developed by assuming that 1 and 2
are open and shorted; and 3 and 4 are
open and shorted, giving
-RI
XI
X2
(16)
RI r 1 RI R2

- R2
z

- X2
X2

R2l1RIR2-

(17)
X22

where

To simplify the pi network for treatment an equivalent circuit of the L type
as shown in Fig. 3 can be developed if
X, is made infinite in value. X, in this
case will drop out if the negative sign
X,2)12 is
of the radical R, - (R,R,
used and a value of R, used so that

-

(R,R,- X22)!z =0

R2=

It is possible to correlate Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3, since R,, is now taken as the
reflected resistance of the load and the
equivalent circuit of a coupled network.
At resonance X, is equal to X. The
impedance into which we are to work
is RL, the image impedance of the network. With Q's of about 9 or more the
parallel impedance at resonance is given
by the formula
2

Z.

R1-

In Phis

XI'

(19!

R ,XO

X2'

case

(20)

RI
Q

and

RL

X2

(21)

Ó

RIR210( Z

(18)

If X,' is greater than R,R, it will be
impossible to get maximum efficiency
from the network or a match regardless
of what is done to Xi and X,. In other
words X, and X, will take on imaginary
values.

-1 R2

RL `

RL- tX3S

1X3
real

The

X3

R+ X3

(23)

component ,s

R2 X32
R

2

(22)

2

2

Xi and X,, therefore, are fixed at any
desired Q.
From equations (20) and (21), RL
can also be found to be

R1= generator impedance

R, = load impedance
X, = one leg of pi network
X, = middle leg of pi network
X2= third leg of pi network
Equations (16) and (17) give the
values required of X, and X, to match
R, and R,. It is also important to realize
that in order to have this match it is
necessary that the quantity

lower RL.
Since the use of series reactances is
limited it is interesting to note the effect when a load is shunted by a reactance to make it look like RL.
The parallel circuit in question is
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, its series
equivalent where R2 is a load higher
than RL of equation (21). X, is the
shunted reactance necessary to make R,
look like RL and Xas is the series equivalent resulting from the shunted reactance
across R_. From equation (22) it can
be seen that this is equivalent to reducing X, of Fig. 1. To maintain the
original conditions X. would have to
be increased by the amount of Xas. Attention is called to the fact that varying
the values of the pi network results in
bandwidth change as shown by equations (21) and (22).
The amount of X,a necessary to shunt
a load, R5, to make it look like the lower
R,. can be developed from the equivalent
parallel- series circuits of Fig. 4 and
Fig. 5 where the parallel circuit is equal
to the series circuit. The values are

(24)

X2
3

R

reoctne component

The

X2

Equations (20), (21) and (22) give
considerable information. Although the
L network has a minimum impedance
value of RL it is possible to see what
happens in the network if the load is
different from RL. In other words, equations (20), (21) and (22) show that
one value of a resistive load will give
a match. If the load is higher than Rr
of the L network the load can be made
to look like RL by shunting the load with
a reactance. A reactance in series with
the load will also result in a change. If
a condenser is added in series it will

X3S

,s

-RZ X3

(25)

R2+x2
2
3

Equation (1Q gums the solution
RL

(R2 +Xj )

RLR2

+ RLX3

R2X32

.

2
K3 -

:.

R2

=

RL

-

X3= -R2

x3

X3

R2

RLXJ2

R2

fa

`

X3(R2
XP

-RL)

RL

p2-RL

(26)

[Continued on page 30]

Fig. 2. Basic pi network utilized to couple crystal mixer to neutralized triode. Fig. 3. Equivalent L circuit for a analysis of pi filter
design factors. Fig. 4. Shunted load used to simulate L. Fig. 5. Equivalent series circuit of Fig. 4.
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SIMPLIFIED METHOD OF
L. S. BIBERMAN
Radio Corporation of America

method for plotting attenuation curves on semi logarithmic paper is shown in the
following discussion. As an illustration,
the attenuation characteristics of single
and coupled resonant circuits and a lowpass filter are shown by straight lines
with origin and slope determined from
equations of the curves. The straight
line characteristic is correct for frequencies far away from resonance and
the curves are approximated for frequencies close to resonance with fair accuracy. Application of this method may
be of great value to design engineers
and is quite helpful for many practical
ASIMPLE AND QUICK

purposes.

Single Resonant Circuit
The equation of a single resonant circuit ( see Fig. 1) is:
(1)
U = (f/f.)(S' +1)1.2
where
U is attenuation
S is the detuning function = 1iQ
ß is the frequency deviation ratio

2[(f

- f) /f.]

f. is the resonant frequency
For small values of ß f, /fo is approxi-

mately unity and equation 111 becomes
Fig.

t

1.

U

= l)- +

1)

(2)

%

For values of S larger than 3 the
equation becomes

=

(3)
and the attenuation in db = 20 log S or
an attenuation of 6 db/octave of S.
From equation (3) the value of S for
zero attenuation is 1. A straight line is
drawn from this point with a slope of
6 db/octave of S. However, the actual
attenuation for S =1 is
U

(S2 -1-1)%

S

=

2%

=3db

The straight line curve is then modified by swinging an arc at this point
tangent to the straight line and X axis.
For values of S above 3 the curve is
exact, and for less than 3 the degree of
accuracy is less than % db, which is
fairly well within the limits of practical design work.
[Ed. Note -To express the slope of the
straight portion of the plot otherwise,
we may write db = 20 log S as
S = 10db /'°, or as S = 10mt "b), an equation which plots as a straight line in
semi -log coordinates. The scale value of
semi-log paper may be expressed as a
factor k. equal to the number of linear
axis units contained in one cycle of the

Illustration of universal straight -line and circle diagram in semi -log coordinates
for attenuation of single resonant circuit.
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for 0 attenuation is 1.414,
forU =1
5 =1.414
A straight line is drawn starting at this
point with a slope of 12 db /octave of S.
However, the actual attenuation for S

=

1.414 is
= %(1.4144+4)% = %(8) = 3 db
The straight line is then modified, as
in case 1, by swinging an arc at this
point tangent to the straight line and the
U

X axis.
As in case 1, the degree of accuracy
for values of S smaller than 3 is less
than
db.
For other values of coupling, the slope
of the straight line is the same, 12 db/
octave of S, but the starting point is
different depending on the value of S
for the cut -off point for 3 db attenuation.

3

4

5

DETUNING

Low -Pass and High -Pass Filters
We will consider a constant-K filter
where the equation for attenuation for
values of Z, /Z2>100 is (see Fig. 3):
U = Z, /Z,
(6)
The cut -off frequency fo is where
Z, /7_2 is proportional to (f/f.)',
equation (6) in terms of f. becomes
Z,/Z. = 4(1/f.)' (7)
U = 4X
and the attenuation in db = 20 log
(8)
4(f/fY
The attenuation is then proportional to
f- and is 12 db/octave, with the same

/

.

-

o

12

Coupled Resonant Circuits
We will consider the case where
Q, = Q. (see Fig. 2) :
The equation for attenuation for critical coupling is
U = %(S` +4)t
(4)
Far away from resonance this equation
becomes
U = %S'
(5)
and the attenuation in db = 20 log %
1'he attenuation is then proportional to
So, or an attenuation of 12 db /octave
of S. From equation (5) the value of S

/

50

pp

The slope of the
logarithmic axis.
straight line will then equal 1 /kt:, when
the logarithmic axis is horizontal as in
Fig. 1. Here, k = 32.6, and it is seen
that m = 1/20. Thus the slope (calculated in linear units each way) is equal
to 20/32.6, or 0.615, and a straight line
may be drawn through S = 1 at a slope
of 0.615 as a preliminary construction.]
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PLOTTING ATTENTUATION CURVES
Attenuation characteristics of many circuits plot as straight lines and
circular arcs on semi -log paper, saving time for design engineers
slope as the coupled resonant circuit
curve, case 2.
From equation (7) the value of f/f.
for 0 attenuation is 0.5
for U = 1(f/f.) = 0.5
A straight line is drawn from this
point with a slope of 12 db/octave.
For non -dissipative components the attenuation is zero at f / f e =1. The curve is
then modified by swinging an arc from
this point tangent to the straight line at
f /f, = 3 where the curve starts to follow the straight line.
The degree of accuracy for f /f, less
than 3 is, as in the previous cases, less
than % db.
All the curves shown are for one
stage. For more than one stage the ordinates are multiplied by the number of
stages at 2 points and a straight line
drawn through those points will give
the attenuation for the complete network.
We have shown here as an illustration 3 cases most widely used, but this
method of plotting attenuation curves
may he used for any other application
by determining the slope and the origin
of the straight line from the equation
of the characteristic curve.
For example, the low- and high frequency response of a resistance coupled amplifier may be represented by
a curve similar to Fig. 1, where the
abscissa is fe /f instead of S, where f,
is the frequency for R,'X = 1.
The attenuation for a resistance capacity network is
U = RIZ = R/(R' -}- X-)'
(9)
For values of X/R larger than 3 the

The assumption made for constructing
the curves at frequencies close to resonance give results that are fairly well
within the limits of practical design
work.

An attempt was made here to simplify
the construction of these curves by reducing the formula of the circuit to the
straight line function which holds true
at frequencies far away from resonance.
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DETUNING FUNCTION
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(30

2 (above). Construction similar to Fig. 1, but for coupled resonant circuit; maximum
deviation is ' 2 db, as for single circuit. Fig. 3 (below). Constant -k filter attenuation may
be represented on semi -log paper with straight -line and circle construction; maximum
deviation is again 1/2 db.

Fig.
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attenuation

is
U

= R/X

40

(10)

The starting point for the straight
line is where R/X = 1 or fr. 'f = 1.
The actual attenuation for k X =
from equation (9) is

1

U

=

'A%
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3 db.
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Conclusion
In most attenuation circuits, no matter how complex the relationship may
hold at frequencies close to resonance.
far away from resonance the curves follow a straight line.
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The curve of a resistance -capacitance
network is then the saute as Fig. 1. ex-
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DUAL -ROCKET
ANTENNA
CHARACTERISTICS
GEORGE HENDRICKSON

Rocket antennas may be utilized in arrays, affording improved power gain over a single rocket
1. End view of rocket antenna section; designed as a
slotted cylinder. antenna is energized at edges of slot.

Fig.

MBLINC a rocket mounted 700
icet above sea level is a new type
of antenna *, designed by Dr. Andrew Alford for fm and facsimile broadcasting.
The rocket antenna is essentially a
long hollow metal cylinder with a metal
bottom and an open top. It is cut
longitudinally so that there is a straight
narrow slot extending the full length of
the cylinder from the bottom plate to
the top. To exclude weather, the open
top is covered with a molded fibreglass
dome, and the slot is closed by a fibreglass strip.
A coaxial feeder is brought into the
cylinder through the bottom plate and
is continued along one side of the slot
to the top of the antenna where it is
terminated with an end seal insulator.
The outer conductor is mentallically connected to the cylinder at the end seal
and at several equally spaced points.
The inner conductor is brought out
through the end seal and is connected
to the opposite edge of the slot. The
potential between the inner and outer
conductors is thus applied between the
opposite edges of the slot as shown in
Fig. 1.
The potential difference across the
slot is distributed as is indicated by "6"
in Fig. 2 (d). This difference of potential produces a flow of circumferential currents around the cylinder.
These circumferential currents, being
very nearly in phase throughout the
RI

*RADIO,
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distribution is not sinusoidal, as it is
along cylinders of large diameters, but
comes closer to the ideal uniform distribution.
With a cylinder of this length the
vertical radiation pattern is shown in
comparison with the ideal Fig. 3 (pattern 3 is the ideal, "X's" indicate points
actually plotted. In the lower sketch, 3
and 4 indicate ideal and actual voltage
distribution respectively.)
The radiation pattern in the plane
at right angles to the axis is shown in

length of the cylinder, radiate a field
which is similar to that which would
be radiated by an array of a large number of small loops stacked one above
another.

Radiation Patterns
The diameter of the cylinder is so
chosen that the potential distribution
shown in Fig. 2 (d) is obtained with
the overall length of the cylinder equal
to approximately one wavelength at
the operating frequency. The voltage
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Fig. 2 (left). Equivalent lumped network of rocket antenna, and potential distributions
with circumferential currents. Fig. 3 (right). Development of vertical radiation pattern,

with experimenal values obtained.
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Fig. 6. This is the horizontal pattern
of the antenna.
Since the horizontal pattern is not
perfectly circular the comparison between the gain of antenna and a standand half -wave antenna is made on the
basis of the equivalent circular pattern.
This equivalent pattern has a radius
equal to 1/124 of the maximum of the
actual pattern. On this basis the power
gain of the single rocket antenna is 1.6.
The power gain in the direction of
maximum radiation is 1.6 X (1.24) 2
2.46. The power gain in the direction 180 degrees from maximum is
1.39. In the direction
1.6/(1.07)2
of the minima the power gain is 1.6/
1.11. For convenience the
(1.2) 2
horizontal radiation patterns in Fig. 6
are plotted in ternis of millivolts per
meter. When calculated according to the
Standards of Good Engineering Practice of the FCC, the variations from
the circular indicated in Fig. 6 almost
disappear, and the patterns appear to
be circular.
The effect of the supporting round
metal mast may be seen in pattern 2 and
There is a critical mast
3, Fig. 6.
diameter beyond which the distortion of
the horizontal pattern increases rapidly.
At 100 mc, this diameter is around 22
inches with a recommended diameter of

=

=

.3i í
e

Fig. 4 (above). Vertical radiation pattern of
dual- rocket antenna system. Horizontal pattern is the same as for a single unit.
Fig. 5 (below). Array of two double- rocket
antennas affords power gain of 7.5 in direction of maximum. 3.33 minimum. Horizontal pattern is unchanged.
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The impedance of the antenna at the
feed point is around 165 ohms with a
negative reactive component. This impedance is transformed to the impedance of a standard 70 ohm or 51.5 ohm
concentric transmission litre by a line
transformer incorporated into the feeder
within the antenna. The voltage standing wave ratio along the 70 ohm feeder
is to be held below 1.15.

/
i
\
i ',
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ivii9 .... `.
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1

140°

150°
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210°
150°
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140°

Fig. 6. Horizontal patterns for rocket antennas: (1) calculated: (2) measured with 5 -in.
diameter antenna on pole; (3) measured with 14.2 - diameter antenna on pole. Notes:
Slot is at 0 . pole at 180 ; plot made in volts to give better picture as in µv/meter
the patterns are close to circles.

Two -Rocket Array

antennas can be used together and erected as a unit, with their
open ends joined. A single concentric
feeder entering the bottons and connected to the mid-point (corresponding
to two open ends) serves the entire
antenna. A metal cone seals the top.
The vertical pattern of this antenna is
shown in Fig. 4. The horizontal pattern is the same as for the sing le unit
(see Fig. 6). This double unit is said
to have a power gain of 2.5 on the basis
of the equivalent circular pattern. The
rated power gain in the direction of
maximum is 3.85. The power gain 180
degrees front maximum is 2.18, and in
the direction of the minima is 1.70.
The impedance of the antenna at the
feed point is about 100 ohms with a
It is
negative reactive component.
transformed to the impedance of a
standard line in the same manner as is
used in the single unit antenna.
In another type of antenna an array
of two double rocket antennas is used
and mounted one above the other and
connected so that they are energized in
the same phase. For convenience of making connections the lower antenna is
TWO Nuch

turned upside down No that the feeders
after making 90° turns may be brought
together in a special four way junction
fitting in which connection is made with
the main feeder as indicated in Fig. 5.
The vertical pattern of the array is
shown in Fig. 5 with the horizontal
pattern being the sanie as that of the
other two types. as shown. in Fig. 6.
This array has a power gain of 4.88
on the basis of the equivalent circular
pattern. The power gain in the direction of the maximum is 7.5. 180 degrees
from the maximum it is 4.12, and, in
the direction of minima. 3.33.
The transmission lines of the two
antennas join at a special three way
90° junction box, from which a third
line connects to a similar junction box
at the top end of the main transmission
line. 'The third line on this second
junction box is a short circuited stub.
.A\ short section of the main feeder below the junction box contains a line
transformer matching the impedances
of the main line and the antenna array.
This transformer is to be adjusted so
that the voltage standing wave ratio on
the main line feeder is below 1:15.
Transformers can be furnished to match
either 13/ or 25/ ".
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RECENT RADIO INVENTIONS
These analyses of new patents in the radio and electronic fields describe the features of
each idea and, where possible, show how they represent improvements over previous methods

Balancing System
for connecting a push pull amplifier into a single -ended load
and then quickly and conveniently tuning and balancing the system is the
subject of a patent recently issued to
Paul D. Andrews. The primary feature of the invention is embodied in
a special two-gang variable condenser
built so that the capacitance of the two
sections when measured in series remains essentially constant even though
the capacitance of the separate sections
can be varied over the same range as
the usual variable condenser. As the
shaft is turned, whenever the capacitance of one section decreases the other
increases so as to keep the sum of the
reciprocal values constant. The use of
such a device makes it possible to separate the adjustment needed for balancing and for tuning and hence greatly
simplifies the adjustment of either con-

* \n apparatus
.

trol.
A circuit of one form of the invention
is shown in the accompanying diagram.

An ordinary push -pull amplifier stage
is shown with a tunable input and out-

put resonant circuit and adjustable neutralizing condensers installed in th
usual way. The condenser in the output
circuit, however, is of the special type
iitst mentioned so that as far as the

Patent #2,388,098

tuning of that circuit to resonance is
concerned the capacitance may be considered as fixed and the adjustment
made by appropriate change of the variable inductance without any regard to
the condenser setting.
At the same time. however, adjustment of the special condenser will
change the relative impedance seen by
the plates of the two vacuum tubes and
allow the circuit to be balanced to an
even push -pull operation even though
one side of the load is grounded.
The patent. number 2,380,389, is assigned to the General Electric Company.

INPUT CIRCUIT
TUNING

OUTPUT CIRCUIT
TUNING

T
ANTENNA

INPUT

OR

LIKE

LOAD
CIRCUIT

fi
NEUTRALIZING
ADJUSTMENT
B

O--4AAAWL0

e+

Patent 4+2,380.389
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Wave Length Modulation

A system in which an audio signal
causes the wave length of an r -f oscillation to change in accord with the instantaneous amplitude of the audio voltage is described in a patent recently
issued to George L. Usselman.
This type of modulation k essen-

tially indistinguishable from phase or
frequency modulation, and is basically
a forni of angular velocity modulation.
.fis is shown in the accompanying dia grant, the invention consists of a Hartley oscillator which employs two vacuum tubes connected in parallel except
that one vacuum tube has an inductance
connected in series with its plate while
the second includes a condenser at the
corresponding point. The condenser is
shunted with an r -f choke but that
choke plays no role except to provide a
d -c path to the plate. If the vacuum tube
with the inductance in its plate circuit
were the only one used, the phase of
the energy fed to the plate circuit would
be advanced over what it would be with
the usual Hartley oscillator and the
wave length of the resulting oscillation
would in consequence be shortened.
This is essentially the situation which
exists when the audio signal is such as
to bias the second vacuum tube to a
point near cut -off. Conversely, if the
vacuum tube with the condenser in its
plate circuit were the only one used. the
phase of the energy supplied to the tank
circuit would he retarded and the fre-
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MOBILE RELAY BROADCASTING
HAROLD E. ENNES
Radio Station V:

Methods and apparatus employed in broadcasting from mobile units

department of :'
radio broadcast station calls not only
for remote control facilities entirely
dependent upon wire -line links. but also
upon facilities which may he used anywhere, anytime, without delays occurring from installation of wire lines. Indeed. many special events to be broadcast cannot be restricted by a wire -line
broadcast loop due to the nature of their
origin. Broadcasts of this type include
pickups from airplanes, boats, trains, automobiles or other mobile conveyances.
The special event may be a golf tournament. boat race, parade, or any other
conceivable event of general interest to
to the radio audience. In addition to
these scheduled special events, the
broadcast industry must he prepared in
the interest of public service to cover
adequately such emergencies as major
fires, floods, and disasters. Some of the
most colorful broadcasts in radio history
have been made possible by the thought.
preparation, and readiness of the engineers concerned with mobile unit and
pack transmitter broadcasting.
THE SPECIAL EVENTS

General Set -Up
Regardless of the type of special event
to he described, the basic method of
achieving the final result is outlined in

R.F.

R.F.

AUDIO
WIRE

LINE
TO

STUDIO

R-

PACK

RECEIVER

TRANSMITTER
AT POINT
OF ORIGIN

Fig.

1.

RECEIVER AT NEAREST
REMOTE POINT WHERE
WIRE LINE IS INSTALLED

MOBILE
UNIT

Schematic of typical mobile relay broadcasting system.

Fig. 1. The pack transmitter may be between the mobile unit anti pack transcarried on the back of a person walk- mitter. Some pack transmitters have :I
ing, or may be installed in a boat, air- built -in receiver with separate antenna
plane, etc., where necessary to cover the for this purpose.
scene of action. This particular r -f link
need not be required, of course, where General Equipment Requirements
The problem of power supply and
the main mobile unit may be in position
to cover the scene of action. For the convenience of portability or mobile use
sake .of simplicity, this figure illustrates set certain limits to the power rating of
only the sending facilities for putting on transmitters for this type service. The
the broadcast. In actual practice, it is conveyance used to house and transport
necessary that additional receiving the mobile unit will range from a small
equipment be available to receive cues car or station -wagon to elaborate tractor from the studio as to when to start the trailer outfits. The available sources of
program. as well as to ascertain the power and their limitations are outlined
success of the pickup prior to going on as follows:
Dry batteries. Dry -cell batteries are
the air. In many installations. two -way
communication is carried on between the ideal power supply for receivers and
the studio and remote point of the main low -powered transmitters due to the
mobile unit. with another two-way link pure direct current and practically zero)
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Fig. 3. (A) Typical pack transmitter with (BI monitor and cueing circuits.
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Generators. The motor- generator set
is a very common means of power supply for mobile units. This is particularly

true for higher -powered mobile systems,
and has the advantage of allowing
standard a -c receivers and other equipment to be "plugged -in" to an outlet,
in the truck with no changes or specially designed power wiring in the
equipment. The 110 volt a -c motor generator is available from 250 watts
to two kilowatts rating.

Beer Mug handie -talkie. used by NBC. This is a completely self -contained unit. Cone,
crystal. and loaded antenna at left. Pin jacks are for test purposes. Layout of compo-

nents shown at right.

voltage regulation characteristics. This
source of power is always used for small
portable transmitters and pack transmitters. Their disadvantages are, of course.
weight and low current capacity, which
limits their use to the lowest powered
equipment.
Storage batteries. This type battery is
one of the most important and common
source of power supply. due to its high
initial capacity and recharge characteristics. A 6 -volt storage battery is often
used to supply the filaments directly. and
to furnish plate voltages by means of
a -c converters employing vibrators, dynamotors, or genentotors. The power
drain may be around 20 amperes. which
provides sufficient power for many mobile transmitters up to 30 watts of carrier power. Several of these batteries
may be used in parallel to supply a

r-

.

transmitter up to 50 or 75 wmt, of carrier power. which is the limit of most
mobile transmitters used in broadcasting
service.
I ibrators. The usual vibrator-transformer power supply, operating from a
storage battery, can furnish only about
400 volts at 20f) tua. Thus, if a separate
vibrator -transformer is used to supply
the final amplifier alone. the carrier
power will be limited to about 50 watts.
Geneinotors. The genemotor has found
wide accepance for mobile relay work.
having good regulation, efficiency and
low operating cost. A standard model is,
in general, limited to about 500 volts at
10 ma. Series, parallel. and series parallel operation is of course possible
to supply any voltage- current requirements necessary for nearly any mobile
unit installation.

RECEIVER ANT.

58 or 78

56 or 76

AUDIO

56
or

2A5

TUBE

TUBE

or
42

2111
,

VOLUME
CONTROL

LOUD

/

SPEAKER
J

MICROPHONE

AUDIO

53
or
6A6

MODULATOR

CLASS

B
10 WATTS

53
Or

6A6

TRIODE
CONNECTED
CLASS A

Fig. 4. Transmitter- receiver unit for mobile broadcasting.
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Portable and Mobile Equipment
/.,g. ,t 1, a schematic diagram of a
duplex transmitter- receiver, combining
a transmitter of 7 -watt carrier and a
4 -tube super- regenerative loudspeaker
receiver. This transceiver provides a
conveniently portable outfit that finds
wide utility in relay work. Equipment of
this type is not confined to automobiles;
it may be set up out in open ground
away from the absorptive effects of steel
in vehicles, and an antenna system erected as elaborately as time and conditions
will permit.
Higher 'power mobile transmitters,
permanently installed in cars, are used
in many cases. The range of transmission for satisfactory broadcast reception
will depend. to a very great extent, upon
the type of antenna system employed for
both transmitting and receiving stations.

Antennas

TRANSMITTEp AN'.

UNITY COUPLED OSC.

Pack Transmitters
Fig. 2 illustrates one type of portable
pack transmitter, shown in action at an
NBC pick-up of the Normandie fire.
These small transmitters are always
powered by batteries. Fig. 3 is a schematic of a typical pack transmitter, including a monitor and cueing circuit.
Transmitters of this type have a very
limited range, and are usually used to
relay the signal to a truck housing the
mobile transmitting and receiving equipment as sketched in Fig. 1. The actual
range, of course, will depend upon the
general topography of the land, and as
long as line-of-sight is maintained between the pack transmitter and the receiving antenna, no difficulty need be
expected. A small plate provided on the
end of a wire for cueing purposes is
carried in the pocket. The transmitting
waveantenna rod is extended to
length.

l he range of pack transmitters or
portable or mobile transmitters operating in the u -h -f bands will depend entirely on the careful adjustment and type
of antenna used. The distance covered
by simple non -directional antenna systems is limited to about 20% in excess
of the distance to the horizon as seen
from the transmitter antenna, varying,
of course, an amount dependent on the
height of the receiving antenna. A non-
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Fig.

6

(right). Relay broadcast pickup
Fig. 2 (below). Pack

al a flood.

transmitter i- use at the Normandie

fi-e.

/

rhoh.,

(

directional antenna 100 feet high, for
example, would be adequate for communication with a point at ground level 12
miles away. If this receiving antenna
were also raised to 100 feet, the usable
distance would be approximately 40

,
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miles. A distance of 100 miles may often
be achieved for reception of low -power
signals from an airplane.
Satisfactory reception range has often
been increased as much as 8 to 10 times
by using directional antenna systems for

-- showing

1946

directional antenna.

(NBC photo)

both transmitting and receiving points.
Fig. 5 shows a mobile truck and transmitter pickup in operation, while the
Army was taking over the Bendix Plant.
The transmitter uses a highly directional
antenna system. As an example of the
effectiveness of directional systems, a
comparison may be made with this type
radiator to that of a non -directional antenna. For non- directional rods 50 feet
above ground at each point, a maximum
range of 15 miles may usually be expected. For a good directional array at
either point and at the same height, a
distance of 90 miles has been used with
satisfactory results.
It is often possible, where the mobile
truck may be set at a fixed point and not
be required to be set in motion to follow
a scene of action, to use a single long
wire antenna stretched between two
trees or other supporting structures.
This procedure is often followed on
mobile -relay transmitters operating on
the lower frequencies assigned to mobile
relay broadcasting. For actual mobile
use, with the truck in motion, a rigid
vertical radiator is usually used, loaded
with the conventional coil and capacitor
tuning unit. This is also satisfactory for
use where only a limited range is required.
Uses of Portable
And Mobile Equipment
Many instances occur in broadcasting
where regular "remote- control" pickups
connected by leased telephone wires are
aided by portable transmitting equipment. These are special features, differing in preparation from that necessary
to cover emergencies and surprises. A
great amount of planning and prebroadcast preparation is necessary for
adequate coverage of large conventions,
Presidential inaugurations. openings
of Congress, or elections. The coverage
of the last national convention, for example, required the use of a specially
[Continued on page 30]
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- NOTE ON ANALYSIS OF PUSH -PULL

AMPLIFIERS WITH NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
Making use ui the ice,Ihack analysis
involving recalibration of grid -voltage
loci on the published plate family *, operation of the amplifier diagrammed in
Fig. 1 may be followed graphically.
Composite characteristics are first set
up without regard to voltage feedback
from the two R.C1R, branches. according to established methods. The load RL
is reflected back as a plate -to-plate load
and should the sum of R, and R1
be sufficiently small that the value of Re.'
is appreciably reduced, this fact should
be taken into consideration when locating the load line on the composite
characteristics.
The load line will then be drawn upon
the
back -to -back
e,coordinates
through Ebb, the plate supply voltage
(neglecting the small d -c resistance of
the output transformer). The slope of
the load line is the negative reciprocal
of one- fourth of the effective plate -toplate load resistance. The dotted lines
shown in Fig. 2 are obtained in the
customary manner by averaging the
plate currents. These particular characteristics present the e-i relation in the
load for a 2/1 step -down output transformer for other ratios the load voltage
is modified accordingly.
Grid voltage c, is defined in terms of
e, as e, = 2e,. The amplification of a
single tube may be determined from the
characteristics as A = Ae /Ae,. It is
evident that in general A will not be
constant, since push -pull amplifiers may
develop odd harmonics. Likewise, A

i

;
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1

varies symmetrically about the plate
supply voltage. since even -order harmonics are suppressed.
Next to be considered is the equilibrium attained between e, and e, with
the feedback network closed. The tern]
e, is defined as the grid -cathode voltage
resulting from the interaction of 72e,
and Fe,, where F is the fraction of the
output voltage returned to the grid by
the voltage -dividing feedback mesh. The
output voltage e is the plate -cathode
swing along the abscissa corresponding
to %e,. But e, is an actual grid-cathode
voltage with an as yet unknown relationship to %e,. \ \'hen found. e, will be
used to recalibrate the e, intervals of
the plate family in terns of c,.
The plate -cathode swing e = Ae,,
and e, is composed of %ze, plus the
feedback component Fe,, where F
R1+ R,). This assumes that the reactance of Ci is very low. Or,
e, = 2c,(1+ FA)
This is the equation to be used for
recalibration of e, intervals. noting the
proper values of A associated with successive e, intervals. That is, each value
of e, is to be multiplied by the factor
2(1 + FA) and identified with this
value of e,.
-

Example of Analysis
In the circuit of Fig. 1, let the plate to -plate load RL' be 20,000 ohms, having
taken into account if necessary the parallel feedback branches. This value of
load is approximately twice R, for a
6C5, and will afford maximum power
output in Class A.
The slope of the load line is accordingly -0.0002, as shown in Fig. 2. The
plate supply voltage Ebb is taken as 250
volts, and the static grid bias as -10
volts. The voltage amplification A of
one tube is required, as plate- cathode
voltage is used to energize the feedback
network. A is seen to vary progressively with successive increments of es:
7.25, 7.5, 6.25, etc.
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The final inctur required is the ratio
of R, to R:.. \,.unhing that 25% of e, is
fed hack. the recalibration equation becomes
ee

= 2e,(1+ .25A)

or, tabulating resulting values:
When e, = -10 (0 volts with respect to
When e,
e,

-10),e, =0
_ -8 (2 volts positive
respect to

-10)

with

= 2( +2) (1+25.7.25) = +11.25
_ -12 (2 volts negative with
respect to -10) e, = -11.25
c, = -6 (4 volts positive with respect to -10)
= 2( +4) (1+25.7.5) = +23
e, = -14 (4 volts negative with
respect to -10), e, = -23

When c,
When
e,

When

These values may be noted above
their associated grid -cathode voltages
on the characteristics, if desired. For
purposes of interpolation to obtain integral values of e,. an e, -e, curve may
be separately graphed on coordinate
paper.
Making use of the foregoing technique, a complete graphical analysis of
the transformer -coupled push -pull amplifier with negative feedback is made
available. Distortion products may be
evaluated by graphing the output waveform for sinusoidal input and making a
schedule analysis in the conventional
manner.
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MARINE SPEAKER: approved by the U. S.
Coast Guard, for all emergency loud-

speaker systems on ships.

Re- entrant type

horn. Models up to 100 watts. May be
used as both speaker and microphone.

HORN SPEAKER: a 3,2' reentrant type horn. Projects sound over
360
area. Storm -proof. Made of RACON
Acoustic Material to prevent resonant
RADIAL

effects.

RADIAL CONE SPEAKER; projects sound
over 360
area. Cone speaker driven.
Will blend with ceiling architecture.
RACON Acoustic Material prevents resonant effects.

VWIWOICf...

AEROPLANE HORNS: super -powerful and
efficient P.A. horns for extreme range projection. 9 -4 -2 single unit trumpets avail-

able.

-

Indoor -- outdoor or on shipboard
RACON SPEAKERS,
HORNS, and DRIVING UNITS are designed for every
conceivable application.
Racon's precision manufacture assures maximum efficiency and high fidelity "true- tone" reproduction even
at full power output. All- weather construction design
makes Racon speakers impervious to any climatic condition, prevents resonant effects, assuring long, rugged,
trouble -free service. Specify and use RACON! All types
get
now available. Write us your requirements now
our new catalog.

-
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This Month
suggcstcd transfer of the total
OSRD collection to the Library of Congress and lent its full support to this
transfer project.
The OSRD. which is now in the process
of liquidation. has transferred funds for
this project to the Library of Congress.
nteuts,

Had these funds not been made available,
the distribution of surplus copies of OSRD
reports would have been extremely limited, thus losing to American interests the
results of a large investment in research.
Because of the foresight of the Bureau of
the Budget and the Office of Scientific Reserch and Development in approving and
transferring these funds, and the support
given by OR I. this great mass of information s0C,tl w ill he made available to colleges, universities and libraries throughout
the country at no cost whatsoever.
Titles of the reports cover a heterogeneous range from Microwave Radar Reflections M.I.T. Laboratory, Dec., 1945)
to Progress Report on Physical and Stress
Corrosion Properties of Magnesium Alloy
Sheet ( Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
March. 19451. These reports should be of
interest and use to scientists, educators and
industrialists in many fields.
1

FEDERAL PRODUCES FIRST TUBES FOR 50 KW FM TRANSMITTERS
The first FM broadcast tubes for 50 kw FM transmitters have been developed by the Federal
Telephone and Radio Corporation. Newark, N. J. Two of these tubes, with a rated output
each of 25 kw at 110 mc are shown in the photograph, with Norman E. Wunderlich, executive sales director (right), discussing them with F. X. Rettenmever, chief engineer.

S.L.U. GETS FM
St. Louis University, the first institution
of higher learning to operate a radio station, will now be the first university to go
on the air with frequency modulation, as
the result of a contract for a 10 kw f -m
transmitter and association equipment complete from microphone to antenna, with
the Federal Telephone and Radio Corp.,
Newark, N. J.
Announcement of the
contract has been made by Nicholas Pagliara, general manager of the university
radio station WEW. and N. E. Wunder lich, executive sales director of Federal.
Included in the equipment contracted for
is a Federal 8- element Square Loop Antenna, with a gain of nine, which will give
WEW an effective radio power of 90 kwproviding more power and more listening
pleasure for the university's educational
and religious programs, as well as its e 'i
merciai broadcasts. An interesting feature
of the antenna installation is that space
will be left above the eight-loop array for
the future installation of a 485 -600 mc
color television broadcast antenna.

RIPLEY EXPANDS
To provide additional plant facilities,
Ripley Co.. inc., has purchased the former
Pratt, Read & Co. plant at Deep River,
Conn.
Louis R. Ripley, announcing the acquisition, stated that the new plant will begin
production shortly of several new items

22

while the company's plant at Torrington.
Conn.. will continue to he used primarily
for research. design. and (level(); ment op-

erations.
The limn facilities at Deep River comprise eleven buildings, the largest being a
five -story brick structure containing approximately 125,000 square feet of floor
space,

and

completely

equipped

COLOR TV BY BENDIX
CBS recently announced that it has
licensed the Rendix Radio Corporation to
manufacture color television receivers for
honte use as well as transmitter equipment,
based on CBS' ultra -high frequency color
television inventions.
Bendix thus becomes the third major
firm licensed under Columbia's color telethe other two are the
vision patents
Westinghouse Electric Corporation and
the Federal Telecommunication Laboratories, Inc.
[Continued on page 28)
;

with a

sprinkler system. A generating plant to
supply- ¡.ewer is included in the new property which covers approximately 3y2 acres.

The Ripley Company, inc.. was organized recently to acquire the United Cinephone Corporation, the L -R \lanufacturing
Company. and The Ripley Company. all
f

apura were engaged in the electronics
in Torrington. Conn., for a mini-

hn irn

u
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OSRD PAPERS TO
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
The largest scale dissemination of scientific information in history has just
begun with the transfer of a mass of scientific documents by the Office of Scientific Research and Development to the
Library of Congress for free distribution
to universities and libraries throughout the
United States.
These valuable documents, the results of
the tremendous war -time research program
of OSRD, were compiled by leading scientific minds of our country. The Navy's
office of research and inventions, after
collecting the first 100,000 research docu-

Pierce of
amplifier tube with a
over a bandwidth of
signed to operate in
Dr. John R.
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power gain of 10.000
800 mc. Tube is dethe 5000 -mc region.
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TYPE

"RD"

WITH THE NEW TYPE

"H"

ARTICULATED

afievid
This new Reproducer, combining the Type "H" Coaxial
speaker with the new Jensen Type "D" Bass Reflex cabinet,
offers superior reproduction of your favorite program material and is unconditionally recommended for FM receivers,
high quality phonograph reproduction, reviewing studios,
monitoring, and home and public entertainment generally.
The cabinet is beautifully styled and fashioned of satin
finish striped walnut. The harmonizing grille fabric is over.
laid with a protecting pattern of flat, interlaced bronzed

Acous'icallycorrect Bass
Reflex CaE:inet gives
smoot, y extended low
register. Bette than an "infirite" aaf le
efficiently

strips.

uses bock radiation too.

JENSEN
BASS REFLEX

.

.

The Type "H" Coaxial, with all /MVOS design, employs a h -f horn and -f (15 -inch) cone which are electrically
and acoustically coordinated to achieve brilliant and natural response throughout the entire useful frequency range.
The frequency dividing network has variable control in the
range above 4,000 cycles. Nominal input impedance to
dividing network, 500 ohms: maximum power handling
capacity 25 watts, in speech and music systems.
Model RD -151 Reproducer complete, approximate list price
1

Trade Mark Reg.stered

5180.

JENSEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
6615
In Cm

S.

LARAMIE AVE., CHICAGO 38, ILLINOIS

ado- Copper

Wire Products, Ltd.,

11

King Street, West, Toronto
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.
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New Products
GENERAL PURPOSE
OSCILLOSCOPE
An mini-purpose 5 -inch

oscilloscope,
Model OL-15, is announced by Browning
Laboratories. Inc., of Winchester. Mass.

Engineered to fit specific applications, it
modern design, rugged in construction.
With a range of 40 -9000 cycles, it is built
to take the toughest treatment under the
worst operating and climatic conditions.
Equipped with an Alnico -V magnet, the
variable impedance output is adjustable to
low, 200, 500 or high.
For further complete information, write
St. Louis Microphone Co., 2726 -28 Brentwood Blvd., St. Louis 17, Mo.
is a

HOLE CUTTER
A new all- purpose adjustable hole -cutting tool is announced by Bruno Tools
of Beverly Hills, California. This unique
new tool cuts smooth large-size holes in
wood, steel, brass, hard rubber, aluminum, fibre, plastics and problem materials
which might necessitate use of torches or
other expensive equipment. The Bruno
Adjustable Circle Cutter cuts holes to
any diameter from 1 -7A" to 8" through
"I" thickness in steel or other tough
metals and any thickness up to 1 -1/1" in

is the

OUTDOOR MIKE
Among the new line of dynamic microphones now being manufactured by the St.
Louis Microphone Company is an outdoor
microphone.

facturer.

TRANSFORMERS
Describing both audio and power transformers, the new 12 -page catalog entitled
"Acme in Review" presents interesting
production pictures as well as information
concerning the transformers manufactured.

The instrument has been designed to be
of the utmost usefulness to those requiring
versatility of operation, dependability, minimum weight and bulk, and faithful presentation of high harmonic content waves.
Among the more salient features claimed
restonse curve of the vertical amplifier which is linear and without positive
slope from 10 cycles to well over 4 me
and having transient response such that a
100 kc square wave with rates of rise and
fall in the order of 400 volts per microsecond is faithfully reproduced. The horizontal amplifier response extends linearly
from 10 cycles to over 1 me to accommodate any type of externally generated
sweep voltage which one may wish to
employ. The sawtooth sweep range is
from 5 cycles to 500 kc with synchronizing
sensitivity permitting synching and viewing 10 -mc r -f sine waves.
Triggered sweeps of E 4. 20, and 200
microseconds per inch may be inaugurated
by the internal trigger generator or by
external pulses.
Sweeps and internally
generated trigger are phasable with respect
to each other so that the sweeps may be
adjusted to occur previous to or following
the output triggers by varying degrees.

An 8 -page bulletin titled Standard Selenium Rectifier Equipments presents photographs of various power supplies, battery
chargers, and plating equipment, with technical specifications.
Both bulletins are printed in two colors;
they are available on request to the manu-

plastics, fibre or wood. (Thickness capacities may be doubled if cut is taken from
both sides of material). The tools are designed to operate in any standard drill press, wood- worpking machine, or suitably
mounted spindle machine.
For prices and complete specifications.
write to Bruno Tools, Beverly Hills,
California.

FM BY FEDERAL
Containing block diagrams, schematics,
photographs and technical descriptions, a
new 32 -page bulletin issued by the Federal
Tel. & Radio Corp. presents much useful
information concerning their 10 kw, 20 kw,
and 50 kw f -m broadcasting transmitters.
A comprehensive discussion of center -

The catalog is available from Acme Electric Co., Cuba, N. Y.
Other bulletins issued by the company
are entitled Insulation Breakdown Tester,
Voltrol, Stepdown and Voltage Adjuster,
Neon Bulletin, Air -Cooled Transformers,
Cold- Cathode Transformers, Radio Transmission, Cold Cathode Ballasts, Portable
Power Transformers, Fluorescent Ballasts, Specification Transformers, Battery
Chargers, Bell- Ringing
Transformers,
Control Transformers.

NEW SOCKET
E. F. Johnson Co., Waseca, Minn., announces an addition to their line of tube
sockets, the 122 -101. This socket is designed especially for top performances
from 826, 829 and 832 transmitting tubes.
It is a ceramic socket with an aluminum
base shield, and is designed so that button
mica by -pass capacitors may be mounted
directly on the tube socket base, thus en-

frequency control is included.

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
Selenium rectifiers, now assuring enlarged scopes of application, are discussed
in two new bulletins issued by Federal Tel.
& Radio Corp. A useful four -page folder
presents circuits for ac -dc radio rectifier
application, with regulation curves for
selenium units compared with tube rectifiers.
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abling the tube to be used at its highest
frequency.
Other features include grid terminals designed so that the connecting wires may
be isolated from other circuits and especially constructed to permit small grid
coils to be mounted directly on the terminal ends, thus eliminating connecting

made them

leads.

A new coaxial cable connector, CC -50,
just introduced by Barker & Williamson,
235 Fairfield Ave., Upper Darby, Pa., pro-

a favorite for a wide variety of
applications. These include use as tank
circuit coils, r-f chokes, high frequency
i -f transformers, loading coils and in many
other ways. They can even he slit lengthwise and flattened to make Faraday shields.

NEW CABLE CONNECTOR

MINIATURE R -F COILS
"Jliniductors ", a peacetime adaptation of
the wartime miniature r -f coils developed
by Barker & Williamson, 235 Fairfield
Ave., Upper Darby, Pa.. are now being
packaged in standard two and three inch
lengths. They are supplied in diameters of
3" and 1 ", and each diameter is
available in four winding different pitches.

To Help You

stations and amateur operators with a means of making
efficient, water -tight coaxial cable connections for antennas. It also serves as center
insulator for a half -wave doublet.
The "CC -50" Connector is made of
aluminum with steatite insulation and has
two forged steel eyebolts that are
vides both commercial

Although lengths have been standardized,
the coils may be cut down to any desired
size.

The compactness _if these miniature coils,
their high Q and wide variety of uses have

with Your

Reconversion Problems
L.

equipped with convenient soldering connections. A bottle of weatherproof cement
and a piece of 5/8" outside diameter rubber tubing. plus the necessary assembly
screws are supplied with each connector.
The assembled connector weighs 12 ounces.

H-F FM TETRODE

A new screen -grid transmitting tube,,
Type GL -7D21. has been announced by
the tube division of General Electric
Company's electronics department.
Feature of the new h -f power tube
for FM is ring-seal contacts (filament,
grid and screen terminals are designed
to permit plug-in methods of installation) which means fast tube installation
or replacement and simplification of

Portable Tester Checks Tensions Up To
10,000 lbs.- Right at the Workbench I
Standing only 37" high, weighing but.137 lbs.,
the Dillon Universal Tester checks wire, copper,
aluminum, fabrics, steel, etc. for tensile, transverse, compression and shear strengths. Available
in 7 capacities, with interchangeable dynamometers, the Universal will test from O to 10,000
lbs. Special gripping jaws are made for every requirement.
The Universal Tester may be either hand or
motor operated. No special training is needed to
record accurate results instantly on the dynamometer. It is compact, simple, inexpensive -designed for small shops and plants everywhere.
Tests prove that workers, too, undergo strain and
nervous tension on the job. That's why many factories urge workers to chew gum. Workers can
chew Wrigley's Spearmint Gum right on the job
even when hands are busy. And the act of chewing
helps relieve monotony -helps keep workers
alert, thus aiding them to do a better job with
greater ease and safety.

Intel char geable Dynamometer

equipment design, according to J. E.
Nelson, sales manager of transmitting
and industrial tubes for the division.
Designed as a class C radio frequency
amplifier with low driving power, the
new tube will be useful for FM applications since the completeness of screen
shielding between grid and anode minimizes problems of neutralization. he

-

You can get complete information from
W. C. Dillon & Cor.!pony, Inc.
5410 W. Harrison St., Chicago 44, Illinois
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The new GL -7l)21 is designed with
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minimum internal inductance. There is
complete internal shielding of the four
electrodes, and provision for an r -f
ground plane makes possible external
shielding as well. The anode is forced
air -cooled and is capable of dissipating
1200 watts. Maximum ratings apply up
to a frequency of 110 megacycles.
The new tube has a plate rating sufficiently large that a pair will handle
output for a 3 -kw FM transmitter. A
total driving power of less than 150
watts for two tube- - achieved.

MIDGET
1

3

TYPE

600

'Midget"

model
especially degned for crowded apparatus or
i.
s

i

portable

MICROPHONE FLOOR STAND

equip-

s est.

A new unique microphone stand, designed strictly in conformity with its

Solid silver contacts and stainless silver
alloy wiper arms.

Rotor hub pinned to shaft prevents unauthorized tampering and keeps wiper
arms in perfect adjustment.

3

MI

be furnished in any practical
impedance and db. loss per step upon

Can

request.
STANDARD
TYPE

TECH LABS con

700

purpose.

furnish a unit for every

Write for bulletin No. 431.

1

Manufacturers of Precision Electrical Resistance Instruments

}

onATaR1ESe 337 CENTRAL AVE.

JERSEY CITY

7,

N.J.

AMPLIFIERS
function and operation, is offered by Electro- Voice, Inc., South Bend, Indiana.
The stand is modern, streamlined and
finished in rich satin chrome. Height adjustment: from 37" to ale". Three -leg
spread: 17 ". Net weight 7! , lbs. For full
details write to Electro- Voice, Inc., 1239
South Bend Ave., South Bend 24, Indiana.

With Amazing
Add -A -Unit Features!

AS

gij/if
As

:

THIS!

NEW CAPACITOR CATALOG

l.nd(nscr

I'rtlurt,

l.nnpan,

1375

North Branch Street, Chicago, Ill., has
their new two-color catalog off the pre,
It give
and available for distribution.
technical data on Plasticon and silicone
filled capacitors, a -c and d -c capacitors,
glassmikes and energy storage. photoflash
and welding capacitors. Complete informa -.
tion on applications, specifications, prices,
dimensions, etc., are listed in the catalog.
SQUARE -LOOP ANTENNA
urhnical data. il LI»II aUttu >. itcrformauce
curves and prices of the new f -nt square loop antenna are presented in a 16-page
booklet issued by Federal Telephone and
Radio Corp., 67 Broad St.. New York
1

City.

Various installation data and tower dimensions are indicated, and ioint -by -point
comparisons with RMA specifications are
made. Transmission -line details are shown,

RADIO
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ADD ANY OR ALL'.
OF THESE UNITS

IN A SINGLE CABINET!
New! Original! RevolutIonars! The Concord line
of Multiamp Add -A -Unit Amplifiers and complete
systems set new high standards of fiexiblllty, fidelity. performance. beauty and economy! .30 to 45
watt amplification increased. in a s nate cabinet.
to 60. 75, or 90 watts in minutes with plug -in Add A -!'nit output stages- at minimum cost! Two
moreinput channelstototalsi x channels if needed!
Add a phono player, record changer. outputindiMultlamp
cator- any or all on the same single
amplifier cabinet -eliminating extra space requirements and additional cabinet cost! Permaat once.
dr.ails
complete
or
Get
Portable.
nent
Immediate Shipment from CHICAGO or ATLANTA

Mail Coupon for New Complete Catalog -FREE!
lour rope is ready toe (cat urine the cctting
new Contort! line of Stultiamn Add -.x -t'ait :CmplltiersandAccessories plus
Kadin Sets, Phono -Kadlo
Combinations and the
latest, grec test complete selection of R 51)10 PARTS.
h:I.E(CrKo sIC F. O(-IPMIF.NT,
TOOLS, .551%14.1'R (:EAR.
KITS and St I'l'I.11 S. Thousands of items including
notlonalls -known standard
top- quallc,v lines -- money sasing prices. Mall coupon.

RADIO CORPORATION

CONCORD It 51)10 CORP.
901 W. Jackson Illvd.
Oept.F -76. hicaco 7. W.
Yes, rush 1,FOIE COPY of the comprehensive
new Concord Radio Catalog.
Name

1

:

LAFAYETTE RADIO CORP.

tel

CHICAGO 7
W. Jackson

1e.

3

255

Peachtree Street

Address

(:Ity

State

..
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giving

a bird's-eye view of the complete
technical problem to be considered by the
f -m station engineer.
The booklet is attractively printed in
two colors.

KOVAR SEAL TRIODE
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Allied's

\Iachlett Laboratories, Inc., of Spring dale, Connecticut, announce the addition of
.n improved type 889-A high frequency.

CATALOG
Radio awe

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE

STOCKS.. . Under One Roof
You'll find this new Buying Guide
extremely helpful and valuable today!
Places over 10,000 items at your
finger tips -for research, maintenance and production. Includes parts,
tubes, tools, books, test instruments,
public address and communications
equipment. Concentrates all leading

£vent ytkic9 e e

Radz,

cued

makes here in one large central stock
to give you faster, more efficient, more
complete service -saves you time,
work and money. Whatever you
need ... it pays to check with Allied.

Write, wire or 'phone Haymarket 6800.

£leetro cees

ALLIED RADIO CORP.
833 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept.

14 -G -6,

Chicago 7, Illinois

FREE
Sued An
NOW

u

water- cooled triode to their line of high
power transmitting tubes. This tube features the use of heavy sections of Kovar
for the glass seals rather than the conventional type of feather -edge copper seals.

THIS MONTH
trumn page 22]
In annonn. ing the agreement for his

firm, Charles Marcus, vice- president in
charge of engineering for the Bendix Aviation Corp., said plans also call for the
establishment of an experimental color
television transmitter at the research and
engineering laboratories of the main Bendix radio plant in Baltimore, Md.

170-A

QTER
NOW AVAILABLE for immediate delivery

ruggedly constructed direct reading laboratory instrument
specially designed to measure Q, inductance, and capacitance
values quickly and accurately. Invaluable in selecting proper low
loss components for high frequency applications.
A

SPECIFICATIONS: -FREQUENCY RANGE: 30-200 mc, accuracy 1%
RANGE CF O MEASUREMENT: 80 to 1200
Q CAPACITOR RANGE: 11 -60 mmf; accuracy 1-1% or 0.5 mmf, whichever is greater

CATALOG

C"

I.
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Capt. W. H. G. Finch examining a facsimile
"newspaper" at the first demonstration of

BOONTON `-RADIO

WRITE FOR

BOONTON

NJ

USA

,

airborne facsimile sponsored jointly by
Finch Telecommunications, Inc., and Capi.
tal Airlines-PCA. This is expected to be a
potential forerunner of radio -operated newspapers for air travelers.
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James W. McRae

Dr. James W. McRae, electro- visual
engineer for Bell Telephone Laboratories.
has been appointed director of radio projects and television research for that organization, it was announced last night.
Dr. McRae became associated with the
Laboratories in 1937 when he undertook
research on transoceanic radio transmitters at the Laboratories Deal, N.J., location. In 1940, he turned to a study of
microwave techniques, especially their use
in radio relay systems, and, with the approach of war, to the construction of a
microwave communications transmitter for
the National Defense Research Committee.
This was followed by a general study of
radar possibilities and subsequent investigation of microwave radar components.

3y

MEASUREMENTS

CORPORATION

MDBILE RELAY
[from page 19]

designed master control board right in
the convention hall where all the microphones and the various pickups were
switched in and out of the main pro gram channel, with provisions for cueing each announcer spotted throughout
the convention hall. Quite a large number of microphones were necessary,
some for the band, some to pick up the
voting of each delegation, some for the
peakers' platform, and others for the
announcers at the various places in the
ball. Added to this were several pack
Development of fortransmitters which enabled the anmulations rigidly tested nouncers to roam about through the
attendants at the convention to catch
to meet exact specifica- the "gossip" and lend "color" to the
iroadcast.
tions has made Surprenant
At one Presidential inauguration, a
a leader and authority in major network used a complete masterthe field of plastics insulated, control board under the steps of the
Capitol, a blimp in which was installed
high frequency, low loss co- a short -wave transmitter and a "cue"
axial cable and tubing. A diver- transmitter atop the Washington Monti
nient. This particular pickup, incidentsity of facilities, wide range really, required the services of 20 engisearch and engineering service, neers, 2 commentators who could broadcast the description in French and
unexcelled laboratory equipment, Spanish, 18 other announcers, and approximately 30 microphones.
and a wealth of experience
Although portable and mobile relax
enable us to match in every equipment is widely used in regular
and scheduled special events, perhapdetail the requirements you
their most important function is the
name. We would appreciate readiness with which the ttnpredictablt
occurrences may be brought before
the opportunity to furnish the waiting people via their radios. Just
complete technical data. as with the press, speed is of prime importance in radio spot news. Equipment must be kept in readiness, fresh
and spare batteries in place, and truckready to roll in short order.
The famous Louisville flood of 1937
when the Ohio river flooded a larg(
portion of the city and disrupted powei
and telephone service saw portable anal
mobile equipment
functioning in itmost fitting manner. Fig. 6 shows hot'
a pack transmitter carried in a boat
Mass.

FM

SIGNAL GENERATOR
MODEL 78 -FM

RANGE: 86 to 108 megacycles
OUTPUT: to 100,000 microvolts
Individually Calibrated Dial
1

I

PULSE GENERATOR
MODEL 79 -8
RANGE: 50 to 10),000 cycles
In three ranges
PULSE WIDTH: 0.3 to 40 microseconds
OUTPUT: 150 volt.
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Pulse Generators
Generators
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Capacity Budges
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FM Test
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WHEN

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY IN

/
FREQUENCY CONTROL
I

DEMANDED

IS

was the means by which a description
was relayed to a mobile unit on land,
where the signal was again relayed
with higher power to a point where
telephone lines were available.

Squalus submarine sinking was
an instance of a sudden tragedy that
was brought by radio to the listening
world awaiting eagerly the news of rescue attempts. A master -control and
transmitter were set up in the Portsmouth navy yard. Another short -wave
unit was installed on the destroyer
Brooklyn. which was anchored at a
point close to where the Squalus sank.
A small launch was used to carry a
third transmitter. and this launch
cruised over the point of the sunken submarine. Some of the members of the
Squalus were fortunate enough to have
escaped death, and the dramatic rescue
was broadcast "on the spot" by use of
portable and mobile type broadcast
l'tluipment.
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1..tlu.utn (1O) gives the solution for
Equation (26
gives the required
value of reactance necessary in parallel
with the load R_ to make it look like Ra,
The series equivalent X35, which changes
X_ can be calculated from equation (25).
X. has to be increased the amount of
Xea in order to keep the original conditions. It is interesting to note that
)
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Waterpnmf, Lung -Life. Phenolic wrapped and Phenolic end fill. also double waterproof seal. Manufactured to same high specifications used in the famous
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Cat.
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Mere are just a few of the many well -known receivers
otfered by Leo:

Xa

Type VDO
compact unit utilizing one or two crystals in the same
holder with or without temperature
control -is a 5 -pin mount designed
to fit the standard 5-prong tube
socket. Particularly adaptable for
use in transceiver equipment where
both transmitter and receiver channels are crystal controlled.

eept

hem.

010°..eItCht,

icoarouo

Formerly Wholesale
Radio Laboratories
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the maximum value of X3, results when
X, is equal to R, of the pi network. Any
increase or decrease of X. from this
value results in a decrease of X: Since
the tuning of a pi network can he
changed by any of the reactances it is
quite obvious why the cut -and -try
method is confusing. Iniporhint to note
is that if X. is increased, reducing R2,
the power transfer will increase to a
point of over-coupling and low O. As
X. is further increased R2 decreases
mere but X, starts to increase with the
result of higher Q and under-coupling.
One of the legs of the network must
be of opposite reactance to the other
two so that the result is a positive number and its square root a pure resistance.
The image impedance in this case is
resistive.
As mentioned in the first part of this
article, (R,R, X,'Y' must be real.
In this case X, can take on a number of
values if X,'<R,R,. It is possible to get
a match for different values of X, but
the Q will change. Also X can be negative or positive which would dictate that
X, and X, would have to be of opposite
signs. In the input circuit X, and X,
would be selected to he negative in
order to gain harmonic attenuation. X
in this case would be an inductance
with X1 and X. capacitance. X,, also,
should be as high as permitted. Theoretically, when X22= R,R, the pi network takes on the form of a quarter
wavelength section with minimum attenuation.

-

Known Conditions
,,
conditions up to this
point i -f frequency 30 mc, crystal impedance 400 ohms (R,), distributed capacitance across the crystal detector 30
µof, bandwidth 15 me and neutralized
input load 752 ohms (R2). The Q of the
network will be approximately two. Below a Q of 9. where unity power factor
and maximum impedance do not occur
simultaneously, equation (19) does not
hold as accurately but still provides a
close result to use.
From equation (20)
:

[Please turn to page
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AUTHORS
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for publication manuscripts
covering any phase of radio or the
electronic art at a fundamental
or advanced level. If you have a
manuscript, send it to us or if you
have an idea for a manuscript, submit a synopsis of the material, an
estimate of its length, number of
illustrations, etc. In either case, it
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WE
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100 ohms will match 400 ohms when
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200 ohms and X, = 200 ohms.
To make the actual load of 725 ohn'
appear as 100 ohms, the load has t.
be shunted by a reactance. Equation
(26) will yield this result.
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X, = X, = R, /Q
400/2 = 200 ohm,
From equation (21)
RL, = X:/Q = 200/2 = 100 ohms
This indicates that a resistive load of

X3= -725[100/(725-100)]
295 ohn
\s = -{ (725)2(295)/[(725)a±(295)1
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THE NEW

SIGMA
SERIES 41 RELAY

;

-

245 ohms

The series equivalent is calculated
from equation (25)
In this case X, would have to be increased 245 ohms to keep the original
conditions. X, has been assumed to he
30 µp.f, equal to approximately 180 ohni
at 30 mc. The matched value of X, calculated is 200 ohms. In order to reduce
X,. X, will have to be reduced slightly

is streamlined for high volume

applications and yet offers the
standard of quality inherent in
all Sigma Relays.

Construction Features:
Beryllium copper armature and
contact springs.
Spring reed -type, armature hinge
with low reluctance gap.
High permeability, low -residual
iron parts

For dc,

Forac)

41F (For dc(
FZ For oc
(

Size:
Unenclosed types: 1" x 1 7/32" x
2 3/16"
'(Long dimension includes full
length of mounting bracket).
Plug-in types: 11/2" x 11/2" x 17s"
high.
Minimum Input Requirements:
20 milliwatts for D.C. types.
0.1 volt-amperes for A.C. types.

neutralized triode.

increased. By watching a signal
to -noise ratio output meter the propel
variable can be changed. Fig. 6 shows
the final results.
In Fig. 6 the crystal distributed capacitance is used as X,.
It might be well to mention also that
the characteristic response can be "flattened out" by shunting X2 with a pure
resistance. The keep the cathode current
of the 6J6 from flowing through the
crystal a blocking condenser can be
placed between the mixer and X2. An
r -f choke would then be placed across
X3 for the cathode return to ground.
i an inductance is used in place of X.
the r -f choke can be eliminated.

For critical performance re-

quirements at minimum
cost specify the Sigma
Series 41 Relay.
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66 Ceylon St., Boston 21, Mass.
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Contacts:
S.P.D.T.
Ratings up to 15 amperes with low
voltage D.C. or up to 1 K.W. incandescent lamp load at 115 volts A.C.,
with sufficient input power.
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SWEDEN
Well established and highly reputable firm of importers, with large sales staff,
desires contact with manufacturers and suppliers of:
Portable battery radio receivers
Batteries for such sets
Radio tubes of all types for receivers
Electrolytic condensers, rheostats, replacement parts
Record -changers, mikes and pickups
Novelty items and radio accessories
Bakelite and other plastics
We want to import on firm account with sole selling rights for Scandinavia.

-

Södertalje

-

JULY,

1946

(References: Swedish Legation, Corn') Dep's., Washington; Skandineviska Bankes,
Svenska Handelsbanken, Sodertalje. Sweden)

HARRY ANDERSON

SWEDEN

*

Coil Assemblies
12 v., 24 v.,
D. C. Coil Assemblies
for 6 v., 12 v., 24 v., 32
a

C.

for 6 v.,

available
115 v.

available
v., 110 v.

* Two basic parts -a coil

-

assembly and
comprise this simple, yet versatile relay. The coil assembly consists of the coil and field piece.
The contact assembly consists of switch
blades, armature, return spring, and
mounting bracket. The coil and contact
assembly are easily aligned by two locator
pins on the back end of the contact assembly which fit into two holes on the
coil assembly. They are then rigidly held
together with the two screws and lock
washers. Assembly takes only a few seconds and requires no adjustment on
factory built units.
-

a contact assembly

Contact Assemblies
Single pole double throw
Double pole double throw

SERIES 200 RELAY

On Sale at Your nearest jobber NOW !
...

See it today!
this amazing new relay with interchangeable
coils. See how you can operate it on any of nine dirìerent a -c
simply by changing the coil. Ideal for exor d -c voltages

-

perimenters, inventors, engineers.
CONTACT
ASSEMBLIES

TWO

NINE COIL
ASSEMBLIES

The Series 200 is available with a single
pole double throw, or a double pole
double throw contact assembly. In addition, a set of Series 200 Contact Switch
Parts, which you can buy separately, enables you to build dozens of other
combinations. Instructions in each box.

Four a-c coils and five d -c coils are
available. Interchangeability of coils enables you to operate the Series 200 relay
on one voltage or current and change
it over to operate on another type simply
by changing coils.

Your jobber has this sensational new relay on
about it. Or write for descriptive bulletin.

sale

now.

GUARDIAN
1605 -G W. WALNUT STREET
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A COMPLETE LINE OF RELAYS SERVING AMERICAN INDUSTRY

Amphenol
provi:;s, the link

TV

FM

AM

in

A complete range of electronic
components to serve the

entire range of frequencies
in use today.

As the emphasis in communications development
noshifts more and more to the higher frequencies
tably FM and Television the electrical circuits and
the component parts involved require ever greater
accuracy in performance. Amphenol engineers have
always worked to help push forward the frontiers of
the science of electronics the unrivalled production
facilities of Amphenol have supplied the quality components required by new developments in this field.
Among the newest Amphenol products that will be
of interest to amateurs and to manufacturers of elec-
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COAXIAL CABLES AND CONNECTORS

tronic equipment are: electrically better Hi -Q tube
sockets, octal angle sockets for cathode ray and other
tubes Twin -Lead parallel transmission line several FM receiving antennas new cables, including
some special ones for Television color cameras and
for Facsimile work. Write for complete information.
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INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORS. FITTINGS AND CONDUIT
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In Canada

ANTENNAS

Amphenol Limited
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